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TORRANCE, CA 90504 (Us) Gaming apparatus, eg an Electronic Gaming Machine 

(EGM) (1), includes a controller (2) for implementing a Sic 
Bo game. The controller (2) includes a display (5) on Which 

(73) Assigneez Dynamite Games Pty Ltd is displayed a ?rst dice tumbler (9) including a set of dice 
and betting board (10), as Well as further dice tumblers (11) 
each including a further set of dice that can be bet on and 

(21) App1_ NO; 11/485,233 played at the same time as betting on and playing the set of 
dice in the ?rst dice tumbler (9). The apparatus may also 
alloW multiple sets of dice betting using a plurality of 

(22) Filed; Jul, 11, 2006 physical sets of dice and an electronic betting terminal. 
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GAMING APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This invention is related to and claims priority from 
Australian Patent Application No. 2004900127, ?led 12 J an. 
2004; and PCT Application No. PCT/AU2005/000026 ?led 
on 12 Jan. 2005 entitled Gaming Apparatus and Systems, 
Which are each incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to gaming apparatus 
and systems. It relates for example to electronic gaming 
machines and to netWorked gaming systems, such as Intra 
net and/or Intemet-based gaming systems. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Gaming machines have been a popular form of 
entertainment for many years. This popularity has been 
enhanced by the advent of electronic gaming machines, and 
by computer-based gaming systems, such as are provided 
over the Internet. 

[0004] Many different types of game are payable. They 
include for example standard slot-machine type games With 
spinning reels, poker machines, keno, bingo, blackjack, 
roulette, Sic Bo, pachinko and the like. 

[0005] A user Will typically place a bet, press a button or 
pull a lever to begin a game, and Will Win or lose based upon 
the gaming machine’s play algorithm and random number 
generator. 

[0006] An aim of the present invention is to provide 
gaming apparatus having novel features for enhancing and 
increasing user participation. 

[0007] VieWed from one aspect, the present invention 
provides gaming apparatus for playing Sic Bo, the apparatus 
including: a plurality of sets of dice; input means for 
alloWing a user to place a bet or bets on the plurality of sets 
of dice during a round of betting; means for determining the 
Win status of the plurality of sets of dice after a round of 
rolls; and means for displaying the bet outcome, the bet 
outcome being based on the input bet or bets and on the Win 
status of the sets of dice. 

[0008] The invention provides a Sic Bo gaming apparatus 
in Which a user may place a bet or bets on and play more 
than one set of dice per round, and so may play a number of 
sets of dice simultaneously, with eg a single bet being 
duplicated across all of the sets. Each set of dice is prefer 
ably housed in a separate dice tumbler. 

[0009] Sic Bo is a dice game in Which the player tries to 
predict the outcome of a multiple, usually three dice roll. 
Players place bets on a betting board With multiple betting 
options and payouts before the result is revealed. The bets 
may be placed either before or after the dice are rolled. The 
Winning combination of dice is identi?ed and the Winning 
bets are indicated on the betting board. 

[0010] The present invention provides a neW approach to 
playing Sic Bo that can add extra interest to the game over 
and above the usual game play. It bene?ts players by making 
the game more interesting, With, for example, rolling sets of 
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dice simultaneously, rolling sets of dice in rapid succession, 
and the possibility of a number of different Win options. It 
also bene?ts the gaming operators by helping to increase use 
of their machines and play rates. 

[0011] The sets of dice themselves may be simulated/ 
virtual sets of dice, for example each in a virtual tumbler, 
generated electronically e. g. With a random number genera 
tor determining a Winning dice combination, and With an 
animation of a dice tumbler cover being removed to reveal 
a set of dice. In this case, the apparatus Will include means 
for simulating a plurality of sets of dice tumblers and for 
displaying them upon a gaming screen of the apparatus. 

[0012] Alternatively, or in combination With virtual sets of 
dice, the sets of dice may be real physical sets of dice that 
e. g. may be provided Within a casino or the like, for example 
in dice tumblers. In this case, the apparatus may include a 
number of physical dice tumblers, each including a set of 
dice, together With electronic betting facilities, eg a plu 
rality of betting terminals that e. g. may be overseen by a 
central controller. In this case, the roll of the dice results 
from the tables may be input into the electronic betting 
facilities. This may be achieved automatically through elec 
tronic detection circuitry associated With the sets of dice 
and/or tumblers, or by a croupier or the like entering the 
Winning numbers into a suitable input terminal and the 
relevant Winning combination being identi?ed. 

[0013] The physical sets of dice and/or tumblers may be 
provided as normal Sic Bo tables or may be provided by 
themselves Without the usual betting board, dice and tum 
blers could be separate from one another or provided on the 
same table. 

[0014] The physical sets of dice and tumblers may be 
located together, eg in a gambling pit, With a plurality of 
betting terminals adjacent to them, in Which case the user of 
a terminal can see all of the dice tumblers. The dice tumblers 
may also be remote from the terminals, e.g. spread through 
out a casino and/or even in another venue. In the former 
case, a terminal need not provide a representation of the dice 
tumblers themselves on its screen, as they can be seen, 
although it may still be preferable to do so. In the latter case, 
as a user cannot see the physical dice tumblers that they are 
playing, the terminal Will display the results of the roll of the 
sets of dice by the dice tumbler, and may for example 
display a plurality of virtual dice tumblers that roll the sets 
of dice in a manner re?ecting the roll of the dice in the 
physical dice tumblers. In one embodiment, the apparatus 
may display video images of the sets of dice and/or tum 
blers, e.g. overhead shots of the sets of dice, eg through the 
use of suitable camera apparatus. These images may be real 
time video sequences of the sets of dice and/or tumblers or 
snap-shots of the sets of dice tumblers after the sets of dice 
have been rolled by the dice tumblers and revealed. 

[0015] The number of sets of dice bet on per round may be 
?xed, eg at three, four or ?ve dice tumblers, or any other 
desired number, or may be variable. The number of sets of 
dice played may be selected by the user, and/or may be 
chosen automatically, e.g. based on the bet or bets laid, 
and/or could be decided randomly. 

[0016] The apparatus may alloW a user to chose Which of 
the sets of dice from a number of sets of dice they Wish to 
play, eg to alloW them to replace a set of dice on Which they 
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lose or Win by a new set of dice. For example, if there are 
a number of physical sets of dice to choose from a user may 
choose speci?c ones to bet on. 

[0017] The betting on the plurality of sets of dice may take 
any suitable form. 

[0018] An advantage of the present invention is that all of 
the sets of dice may be bet upon through a single Sic Bo 
betting board, a bet on the board being repeated or otherWise 
allocated across the sets of dice. 

[0019] In one preferred form, the same bet amount is 
replicated across the sets of dice. In another embodiment, 
bets are placed on the sets of dice according to a set formula, 
eg a ?rst amount is placed on one set of dice eg in a single 
tumbler, and higher or loWer amounts are placed on the other 
sets of dice eg in other tumblers. The bet allocation is 
preferably made automatically, Without user input, although 
the latter is possible. Bet allocation may also vary depending 
on the amount and type of a main bet. 

[0020] The invention may in one aspect be seen as alloW 
ing a player to bet on a ?rst main set of dice eg in a ?rst 
tumbler using the associated betting board, and automati 
cally applying that bet to a number of further sets of dice, 
eg in further tumblers, that can then all be played at the 
same time. 

[0021] The bet type may take any of the usual forms 
associated With Sic Bo. 

[0022] For example, a user may bet on a ‘small’, ‘big’, 
speci?c triple, speci?c double, any triple, three dice total, 
dice combination, single die bet or the like. The bet type is 
preferably repeated across the sets of dice e.g. across tum 
blers, so that eg both the bet amount and bet type are 
repeated. It Would also be possible hoWever to vary the bet 
type betWeen different sets of dice, this again, if applied, 
being preferably automatic. 

[0023] The Win events that earn a user Winnings may be 
the same as for standard dice tumblers/sets of dice, e.g. 
based on standard bet types. The present invention also 
hoWever alloWs for additional Win events based on mystery 
and bonus events, and alloWs Win events to be based on the 
roll results for a number of the sets of dice played. Further, 
the present invention alloWs for any number of dice to be 
rolled in each of the dice tumblers. 

[0024] The dice tumblers may roll the dice in any suitable 
manner. In one preferred embodiment, all of the dice tum 
blers roll the dice together, and the dice are revealed one 
after another. They could also hoWever stop at the same 
time, and/or could start at different times. 

[0025] Where the sets of dice are rolled after bets have 
been made, one dice tumbler could roll the sets of dice 
contained Within it as another is revealing the dice contained 
Within that tumbler. The overlapping of the rolling and 
revealing of the sets of dice can increase user interest 
through the parallel running of dice tumblers, as Well as the 
bet rate. Dice tumblers rolling and revealing the sets of dice 
successively Would alloW a user to experience the anticipa 
tion of each “roll of the revealed” individually. A number of 
“rolls of the dice” one after the other in quick succession can 
provide an extra degree of excitement to the game play. A 
similar effect can be achieved Where the sets of dice are 
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rolled before bets are placed and then remain covered, by 
sequential revealing of sets of dice. 

[0026] As Well as standard Sic Bo style functions, the 
gaming apparatus may be provided With bonus features 
relating to the use of multiple sets of dice, eg a Win event 
may be based on the results across a number of the dice 
tumblers. 

[0027] In another possibility, a free set of dice could be 
provided that Will e. g. automatically repeat a player’ s Sic Bo 
bet options on a main set of dice. 

[0028] The present invention may be applied to any suit 
able type of gaming apparatus or system. It can apply to 
stand-alone gaming apparatus, e.g. electronic gaming 
machines, such as video gaming machines, to gaming 
machines that are linked together, eg via a netWork such as 
an Intranet, and/or Internet, and/or to gaming systems pro 
vided through computing or other electronic devices, eg 
personal computers, mobile telephones and the like, eg 
over the Internet or other communications netWorks. 

[0029] In netWorked games, the apparatus may include a 
central control for conducting games and managing account 
ing and the like, and a number of remote terminals/clients 
that provide user input and display mechanisms. 

[0030] The present invention extends to central controls/ 
servers and to remote terminals/clients that are con?gured to 
carry out the Sic Bo gaming of the present invention. 

[0031] VieWed from another aspect, the present invention 
provides a gaming system including: a plurality of sets of 
input means for alloWing a user to place a bet or bets on the 
plurality of sets of dice during a betting round; means for 
determining the Win statuses of the plurality of sets of dice 
after the sets of dice are rolled; and means for displaying the 
bet outcome, the bet outcome being based on the input bet 
or bets and on the Win statuses of the sets of dice. 

[0032] The system may include a central control for 
running a gaming algorithm, and a plurality of remote clients 
in communication With the central control over a commu 
nications netWork, the remote clients including means for 
inputting bets and displaying the results of bets. 

[0033] VieWed from another aspect, the present invention 
provides a method of operating a gaming machine, the 
method including the steps of: obtaining a bet or bets from 
a user; placing the bet or bets on a plurality of sets of dice 
in a single betting round; rolling the sets of determining the 
statuses of the plurality of sets of dice after the rolling; and 
displaying the betting results based on the input bet or bets 
and on the statuses of the sets of dice; The step of rolling the 
sets of dice may occur before obtaining the bet or bets from 
the user. The step of rolling the sets of dice may occur before 
obtaining some of the bets from the user and after obtaining 
other bets. 

[0034] VieWed from a further aspect, the present invention 
provides gaming softWare including: a component for 
obtaining a bet or bets from a user; a component for placing 
the bet or bets over a plurality of sets of dice in a single 
betting round; a component for determining the statuses of 
the plurality of sets of dice after a roll of the sets of dice; and 
a component for displaying the betting results based on the 
input bet or bets and on the statuses of the sets of dice. 
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[0035] Viewed from a still further aspect, the present 
invention provides electronic gaming apparatus including: 
means for generating a plurality of virtual sets of dice; 
means for receiving a bet or bets from a user in relation to 
the plurality of virtual sets of dice; means for rolling the sets 
of dice; and means for determining a user’s Winnings based 
on the results of the sets of dice and on the user bet or bets. 

[0036] VieWed from another aspect, the present invention 
provides a Sic Bo game playing system, including: a plu 
rality of physical sets of dice; and a betting terminal; 
Wherein the betting terminal alloWs a player to bet on the 
plurality of sets of dice at the same time. 

[0037] Bets may be placed on the plurality of sets of dice 
automatically based on a bet input by a player. Alternatively, 
bets may be placed on the plurality of sets of dice manually 
by the player. 
[0038] VieWed from a further aspect, the present invention 
provides electronic gaming apparatus including: a plurality 
of sets of dice; means for inputting a bet or bets, including 
means for generating a single electronic Sic Bo betting 
board through Which one or more Sic Bo bets may be placed 
on the plurality of sets of dice; means for automatically 
placing bets on the plurality of sets of dice based on an input 
bet or bets; means for determining the Win statuses of the 
plurality of sets of dice after the dice are rolled; and means 
for determining a Win based on the Win statuses of the 
plurality of sets of dice and on the bet or bets placed. 

[0039] VieWed from another aspect, the present invention 
provides an electronic Sic Bo game in Which the game 
includes a plurality of sets of dice that a user is able to bet 
on centrally in a single betting round. 

[0040] Preferably, the game includes a plurality of virtual 
sets of dice that a user is able to bet on. 

[0041] In one form, the electronic Sic Bo game includes an 
electronic betting terminal and a plurality of physical sets of 
dice, the terminal alloWing a user to bet centrally on the 
physical sets of dice. Preferably; the electronic Sic Bo game 
includes a bet allocation means for automatically allocating 
bets across the sets of dice. 

[0042] It should be noted that any of the further aspects 
mentioned above may include any of the features mentioned 
in relation to the ?rst aspect of the present invention. 

[0043] VieWed from another aspect, the present invention 
provides a gaming apparatus for playing Sic Bo, including: 
a plurality of sets of dice; input means for alloWing a user to 
place one or more bets on the plurality of sets of dice; bet 
allocation means for placing a separate bet on each of the 
sets of dice based upon at least one bet input by a user; 
means for determining the statuses of the plurality of sets of 
dice after the dice have been rolled; and means for display 
ing the bet outcome, the bet outcome being based on the 
input bet and on the statuses of the sets of dice. 

[0044] Preferably, the bet allocation, means repeats the 
user input bet across the plurality of sets of dice. Alterna 
tively, the bet allocation means places a user input bet on one 
set of dice, and places different bets on other sets of dice, the 
bets on the other sets of dice being different in amount 
and/or type. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0045] Embodiments of the present invention Will noW be 
described, by Way of example only, With reference to the 
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accompanying draWings. It is to be understood that the 
particularity of the draWings does not supersede the gener 
ality of the preceding description of the invention. 

[0046] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of gaming apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0047] FIG. 2 is a display screen shot shoWing a game 
display according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
[0048] FIG. 3 is a How diagram of a gaming control 
process in accordance With an embodiment of the present 
invention; and 

[0049] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of gaming apparatus 
according to another embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0050] Referring to FIG. 1, a gaming apparatus, Which in 
this case takes the form of an electronic gaming machine 
(EGM) 1, includes various standard components, such as a 
controller 2 for controlling the operation of the EGM 1 and 
the games run on it, a coin/token/card input 3 for receiving 
bets, a coin/token/card output 4 for paying out Winnings, a 
display 5 for displaying game screens, and a user input 6, 
including e.g. buttons 7, for alloWing user interaction. 

[0051] The EGM 1 may be a stand-alone machine. It may 
also be networked With other EGMs and/or With a control 
centre via a suitable communications netWork 8, such as a 
LAN and/or WAN, in order to play netWorked (e. g. intranet 
or Internet) games, such as for example a linked jackpot. 

[0052] In use, the EGM 1 Will display an initial gaming 
screen on the display 5. A player Will insert coins and/or 
tokens into the EGM input 3, and Will press a button 7 to 
initiate play and otherWise interact With the game. HoW 
matters then proceed Will depend on the game being played. 

[0053] In Sic Bo, the EGM 1 Will display a virtual dice 
tumbler 9 containing a set of virtual dice and a betting board 
10. The player selects the amount to bet on the set of dice 
eg using the buttons 7 and selects the type of bet through 
the board 10. The type of bet may include any of the 
standard Sic Bo bets, e. g. speci?c triple, speci?c double, any 
triple, three dice total, dice combination, single die bet or the 
like. 

[0054] Once a bet has been placed, the EGM 1 Will 
determine a Winning dice combination in accordance With a 
stored gaming algorithm and random number generator, and 
Will provide an animation of the screen dice tumbler 9 and 
the associated set of dice, eg the dice tumbler rolls the set 
of dice and the dice are revealed. Alternatively, the dice are 
just shoWn in a ?nal position Without rolling. 

[0055] The EGM 1 then pays out any Winnings in accor 
dance With the bets laid. 

[0056] The dice tumbler may be represented electronically 
and include any number of virtual dice With an electronic 
representation of a cover. The cover representation is then 
removed to reveal the results. Alternatively, the results could 
appear from a previously blank screen. 

[0057] In accordance With an embodiment of the present 
invention, the EGM 1 simulates and displays a number of 
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extra dice tumblers 11, each containing a virtual set of dice 
on Which bets can also be placed at the same time as betting 
on the main set of dice and tumbler 9, e.g. by duplicating the 
bet across all of the dice tumblers. As each set of dice, and 
each dice tumbler is the same, any of the can be identi?ed 
as the main set of dice and tumbler. Thus, a user is able to 
bet on and to play multiple sets of dice at the same time. The 
user can bet on all of the sets of dice during a single round 
of betting using the same apparatus and betting board, and 
the dice can be rolled together by the dice tumblers, e.g. in 
a simultaneous or partly overlapping manner. 

[0058] The ability to bet on a number of sets of dice e.g. 
in multiple tumblers, in one go increases for the user. It 
provides for added excitement and opens the door to further 
enhancements, such as Win events based across a number of 
the sets of dice. It also bene?ts the EGM oWner, as gaming 
participation and bet rate can be increased. 

[0059] FIG. 2 is a generic screen shot shoWing one 
embodiment of hoW a Sic Bo game according to the present 
invention may be implemented. The screen shot shoWs the 
virtual dice tumblers 9 and 11, and a standard Sic Bo betting 
board 10. 

[0060] A user of the machine 1 selects a stake amount 
from their balance using screen touch buttons 12, and 
indicates the type of bet on the betting board 10, e.g. by 
touching Within a speci?c number or box. Several bets may 
be placed at the same time by repeating the stake selection 
and board placement. 

[0061] In one embodiment, a player’s bets on the main set 
of dice in the main tumbler 9 are repeated on each of the 
other sets of dice in other tumblers 11, so that a single die 
bet of $2 on the main set of dice becomes a bet of $12 spread 
over all six sets of dice-$2 per set of dice, each bet on the 
same single die bet. 

[0062] The player then presses the “play” button 13 to 
start the dice tumblers 9 and 11 rolling the sets of dice, and 
the EGM 1 determines the result of the roll for each set of 
dice. The dice tumblers 9 and 11 may all roll and reveal the 
sets of dice together, or may reveal the sets of dice succes 
sively in order to alloW the player to experience the antici 
pation of the “reveal of the set of dice” for each dice tumbler 
independently. The dice tumblers 9 and 11 could also roll 
and reveal the sets of dice in any other suitable manner 
relative to one another, e.g. as one reveals a set of dice, 
another may begin rolling another set of dice. Overlapping 
rolls of the sets of dice and successive rapid revealing of the 
dice may provide a particularly pleasing experience. 

[0063] The “sets of dice” button 14 alloWs a player to 
determine the number of extra sets of dice to play. HoWever, 
in alternative embodiments, the sets of dice to bet on may be 
?xed and cannot then be chosen by the player. 

[0064] Other buttons include a “repeat” button 15 for 
repeating the bets of a previous round, a “clear” button 16 
for clearing a bet, e.g. if an error has occurred in the 
placement, a “see pays” button 18 for vieWing the Winning 
payouts, and a “help” button 17 for obtaining instructions on 
hoW to play the game and the like. 

[0065] The display includes a “balance” WindoW 19, a 
“bet” WindoW 20 and a 21 to keep track of a player’s bets, 
and a messaging line 22 for displaying messages, e.g. from 
a central control. 
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[0066] As Well as repeating the main bet (the bet on the 
main set of dice in the ?rst tumbler) over all of the dice 
tumblers, other bet allocation regimes are also possible. For 
example, bets on the further sets of dice in the further 
tumblers 11 may be at set values or may be set at a 
percentage or increment of the main bet, and may be higher 
or loWer than the main bet. 

[0067] Di?ferent bets may be placed on di?ferent sets of 
dice. For example, a player may choose to place a di?ferent 
type or amount of bet on various di?ferent sets of dice. 
HoWever, as discussed above, in embodiments of the inven 
tion, the player may be required to bet on a predetermined 
group of sets of dice, rather than choosing different sets of 
dice on Which to bet. 

[0068] Although not shoWn in FIG. 2, the game may 
further include extra or bonus features. The extra or bonus 
features may include for example one or more free games, 
or the chance to play for higher Winnings or the like, and 
may be e.g. luck or skills based. They may be provided as 
“second screen” features that display on a neW screen. 
Another Way of adding gaming interest is to include a Wild 
feature, such as Wild symbols that can represent more than 
one number on a die, and so can increase the chances of 
achieving a Winning combination or the like. The extra or 
bonus features may be activated in many di?ferent Ways, e.g. 
randomly, or under a particular set of circumstances, e.g. 
under a set dice combination. They may also occur due to an 
accumulation of circumstances across a number of game 
plays, and may occur due to the condition of a device 
supplemental to the EGM 1 itself, e.g. they may relate to 
jackpot Wins in linked jackpot systems comprising a plural 
ity of EGMs under a central control. 

[0069] Jackpot type Wins may be provided. The jackpots 
may be ?xed or may be progressive (i.e. those Which accrue 
over time, typically from the incrementation of a portion of 
a bet). The jackpot type Wins may be achieved from a 
combination occurring on one or more sets of dice, either in 
a main game, or a side game, and may be in the form of an 
optional or compulsory side bet. 

[0070] FIG. 3 shoWs a possible for the processing ofa Sic 
Bo game by the controller 2. Thus, the invention may be put 
into e?fect by the controller 2 running softWare that incor 
porates a subroutine executing in the manner shoWn. 

[0071] At step the routine displays a start screen e.g. as 
shoWn in FIG. 2. The routine aWaits the input of coins, 
tokens, cards or the like in step S2, and When the user has 
deposited a sufficient balance in the machine, the EGM 1 
passes to steps S3 and S4, in Which it prompts for the amount 
to be bet in the current round of play and the type (s) of bet 
or bets to be made. Prompting may occur e.g. through the 
?ashing of the relevant buttons and the like. Thus, a user 
Would select the bet types and amounts that they Would like 
to place, e.g. $5 on any triple 4, $25 on a single die bet 5, 
and $10 on ‘big’. 

[0072] In step S5, the EGM 1 automatically allocates the 
bets made on the betting board to each of the sets of dice. 
This may be based on the initial bet, and e. g. each set of dice 
may be allocated the same bet or bets as the main bet or a 

percentage or increment thereof, or some other allocation 
regime may be used, for example a di?ferent choice of bet by 
a player on di?ferent sets of dice. Next, the routine prompts 
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at step S6 for the number of sets of dice to be played, eg 
the player selects four or ?ve sets of dice or some other 
number using the up/doWn sets of dice button 14. 

[0073] The overall bet placed is then displayed in the 
“Bet” WindoW 20 at step S7. This step may be carried out 
each time the player increases the number of sets of dice and 
therefore tumblers in step S6, so that if a player has 
insufficient funds for the number of sets of dice to be played, 
then the number of sets of dice payable could be suitably 
restricted. 

[0074] The allocation of bets across the sets of dice may 
be a simple repeat of the bets for each set of dice. In one 
embodiment, the option is provided of increasing the 
amount of the bet for each set of dice, eg on dice in 
tumblers 1 and 3 a player may play the initial input amount, 
Whilst on dice in tumbler 2 a player may play tWice the 
amount of the main bets (eg the above bet may be $10 on 
any triple 4, $50 on a single die bet 5 and $20 on big), and 
on dice in another tumbler may play another multiple of the 
bets. A Bet Up/DoWn button may be provided to facilitate 
this function. 

[0075] The EGM then Waits for the “play” button to be 
pressed by the user, and, in response to the button’s activa 
tion, in step S7, displays total bets placed and in step S8 rolls 
the sets of dice, generates the Winning combinations of dice 
for the sets of dice in the tumblers 9 and 11 and animates 
each dice tumbler cover being removed to reveal each set of 
dice in accordance With the results. 

[0076] Revealing the results of the dice tumblers rolling 
the sets of dice may overlap to a greater or lesser extent, 
preferably With the revealing of the results of the dice 
tumblers ending in quick succession one after the other. In 
an alternative embodiment, the dice are rolled before bets 
are placed. The results of the dice rolls are not revealed until 
after the bets have been placed. 

[0077] Once the rolls of the dice are ?nished, the EGM 1 
determines any Winnings for the user, in step S9, and 
displays the combined Winnings from across the sets of dice 
in the “Win” WindoW 21. 

[0078] The routine ?nishes in step S10, and the start 
screen is redisplayed. 

[0079] The routine may of course vary from the basic form 
shoWn, and may include various validity checks, bonus 
games and the like, and the step order may change. 

[0080] FIG. 4 is a block diagram ofa second embodiment, 
in Which the multiple dice tumblers are provided by a 
plurality of real (physical) dice tumblers 23, each containing 
a set of dice, rather than the virtual dice tumblers of the ?rst 
embodiment. The gaming apparatus includes the physical 
dice tumblers 23, as Well as associated electronic betting 
terminals 24. 

[0081] The dice tumbler of an embodiment of the inven 
tion includes a set of three six sided dice, an opaque cover 
and a mechanism to tumble the dice, the mechanism being 
mechanically or electronically activated. In operation, the 
dice tumbler is covered With the opaque cover and the 
tumbling mechanism is activated. Once the dice tumbler is 
activated, the set of dice is rolled. The opaque cover is then 
removed to reveal the three dice, Which form the Winning 
combination or result. HoWever, a different number of dice 
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may alternatively be provided. Dice With a different number 
of sides may also alternatively be used. 

[0082] In this embodiment, the dice tumblers 23 may be 
provided together in close proximity to one another in a 
gaming pit, With a bank of the betting terminals 24 provided 
adjacent to them. Thus, a user can see the dice tumblers 23 
and can place bets on all of them together through one of the 
terminals 24, Which may display a suitable screen for 
inputting and keeping track of bets. The screen could for 
example take the same form as in FIG. 2, With the displayed 
dice tumblers 9 and 11 mirroring the results of the sets of 
dice in the physical dice tumblers 23. Alternatively, no 
representation of the physical dice tumblers need be made. 

[0083] The gaming apparatus may also include a central 
control 25 for keeping track of the bets made through the 
terminals 24 and for informing the terminals 24 of the dice 
tumbler results. The central control 25 may receive the 
results of the dice tumblers 23 rolling the sets of dice 
through croupier terminals 26, into Which the croupiers Who 
activate the dice tumblers 23 can feed the results. Altema 
tively, the results could be automatically sensed eg by a 
video camera 27 that is vieWing a dice tumbler 23. The 
betting on physical sets of dice in tumblers 23 could be 
extended so as to cover betting on sets of dice in remote 

locations, Which the user cannot observe directly, so that for 
example the user could bet on sets of dice in tumblers 23 
anyWhere Within a casino or even in another venue. 
Although the betting terminals 24 could just display the 
results of the various rolls of the dice, is improved if a 
representation of the sets of dice in the remote tumblers is 
provided on the terminal display. 

[0084] When betting on sets of dice in remote tumblers, or 
even in observable dice tumblers, the system may provide a 
real-time video image of the dice tumblers bet upon or a 
snap-shot of the dice tumblers When the sets of dice are 
about to be revealed, so that the user may have con?dence 
in the result indicated by the terminal 24. Thus, the central 
control may receive feed from a video camera 27 that is 
vieWing a dice tumbler. The camera 27 could, for example, 
be directly overhead of a dice tumbler 23. Its output could 
also be used by eg the central control 25 to determine the 
Winning combination, eg by suitable image processing 
means. Alternatively, the camera 27 could, for example, be 
directly underneath a dice tumbler 23. The underside of the 
Winning sets of dice vieWed by camera 27 could then be 
translated using the knoWn layout of the die to determine 
each Winning combination as seen from above. 

[0085] The central control 25 may communicate With 
various other controllers, dice tumblers, terminals and the 
like, eg via a suitable netWork 28, so as to provide further 
dice tumbler choice and the like. 

[0086] The user may be alloWed to bet on a mixture of 
both physical and virtual sets of dice in physical or virtual 
tumblers. 

[0087] In one embodiment, the user may have a choice of 
dice tumblers to bet upon, and may select the sets of dice to 
play from a number of possible sets of dice (eg when 
playing on physical sets of dice, a user may feel that one set 
of dice is more favourable than another). In another embodi 
ment, the user is not given a choice of sets of dice to bet on. 

[0088] Alternatively, instead of the gaming apparatus 
being an EGM, it may take any other suitable form, and 
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could for example comprise a game provided on a comput 
ing or other electronic device, such as on a personal com 
puter, PDA, mobile phone, or the like. The game may also 
be provided over an intranet, the Internet, or some other 
communications system, such as a mobile telephone system. 

[0089] As Well as automatic betting, it Would also be 
possible to alloW manual setting of bets across the dice 
tumblers. Also, the types of bet may be varied betWeen 
machines, and Win events may be linked to the results of 
more than one dice tumbler, eg a bonus Win if a number of 
the dice tumblers Win. Various bonus and/or mystery events 
could be included, e.g. relating to linked jackpots, and one 
or more of the dice tumblers themselves could include one 
or more additional non-standard dice for e. g. bonuses or the 
like. 

[0090] It is to be understood that various alterations, 
additions and/or modi?cations may be made to the parts 
previously described Without departing from the ambit of the 
present invention, and that, in the light of the above teach 
ings, the present invention may be implemented in softWare, 
?rmware and/or hardWare in a variety of manners as Would 
be understood by the skilled addressee. 

What is claimed is: 
1. Gaming apparatus for playing Sic Bo, the apparatus 

including: 

a plurality of setsof dice; input means for alloWing a user 
to place a bet or bets on the plurality of sets of dice 
during a round of betting; 

means for determining the Win statuses of the plurality of 
sets of dice after a round of rolls; and 

means for displaying the bet outcome, the bet outcome 
being based on the input bet or bets and on the Win 
statuses of the sets of dice. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the sets of dice 
include a virtual set of dice. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the sets of dice 
include a physical set of dice. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3, Wherein the apparatus 
includes means for inputting the results of a roll of the 
physical set of dice. 

5. The apparatus of claim 3, including electronic betting 
terminals that provide the input and display means. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5, including a physical set of 
dice remote from the betting terminals. 

7. The apparatus of claim 3, Wherein the display means 
displays an image or representation of the physical set of 
dice. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7, including a camera for 
providing an image of the physical set of dice. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1, including means for auto 
matically setting the number of sets of dice to be bet upon 
in a round. 

10. The apparatus of claim 1, including means for alloW 
ing a user to select the number of sets of dice to be bet upon 
in a round. 

11. The apparatus of claim 1, including means for alloW 
ing a user to select the plurality of sets of dice from a group 
of possible sets of dice. 
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12. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the apparatus 
includes bet allocation means for automatically placing a bet 
on each of the plurality of sets of dice based on a main bet 
input by the user. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the bet allocation 
means repeats the amount of the main bet across each of the 
sets of dice. 

14. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the bet allocation 
means places a bet amount on each of the sets of dice that 
is a percentage or increment of the main bet amount. 

15. The apparatus of claim 12, Where the bet allocation 
means places a bet on each of the sets of dice that is of the 
same type as that of the main bet. 

16. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the bet allocation 
means places a number of bets on each of the sets of dice 
based on a number of main bets. 

17. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the apparatus 
includes means for alloWing a user to place bets manually on 
each of the plurality of sets of dice. 

18. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein a Win event is 
triggered based on the Win status of any one of the sets of 
dice. 

19. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein a Win event is 
triggered based on the combined Win status of tWo or more 
of the sets of dice. 

20. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the sets of dice are 
rolled in an overlapping manner. 

21. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the sets of dice are 
rolled such that the results are revealed successively. 

22. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the apparatus is an 
electronic gaming machine. 

23. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the apparatus 
includes a central control and a plurality of remote devices 
for receiving bets and displaying results that are in commu 
nication With the central control. 

24. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the apparatus 
includes a netWork of electronic devices. 

25. A gaming system for playing Sic Bo, the system 
including: 

a plurality of sets of dice; 

input means for alloWing a user to place a bet or bets on 
the plurality of sets of dice during a round of betting; 

means for determining the Win statuses of the plurality of 
sets of dice after the dice are rolled; and 

means for displaying the bet outcome, the bet outcome 
being based on the input bet or bets and on the Win 
statuses of the sets of dice. 

26. The system of claim 25 Wherein the system includes 
a central control for running a gaming algorithm, and a 
plurality of remote clients in communication With the central 
control over a communications netWork, the remote clients 
including means for inputting bets and displaying the results 
of bets. 

27. A method of operating a gaming machine for playing 
Sic Bo, the method including the steps of: 

obtaining a bet or bets from a user; 

placing the bet or bets on a plurality of sets of dice in a 
single betting round; 

rolling the sets of dice; 
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determining the statuses of the plurality of sets of dice 
after the rolling; and 

displaying the betting results based on the input bet or bets 
and on the statuses of the sets of dice. 

28. A method according to claim 27, Wherein the step of 
rolling the sets of dice occurs before obtaining the bet or bets 
from the user. 

29. Gaming software including: 

a component for obtaining a bet or bets from a user; 

a component for placing the bet or bets on a plurality of 
sets of dice in a single betting round; 

a component for determining the statuses of the plurality 
of sets of dice after a roll of the dice; and 

a component for displaying the betting results based on 
the input bet or bets and on the statuses of the sets of 
dice. 

30. Electronic gaming apparatus including: 

means for generating a plurality of Virtual sets of dice; 

means for receiving a bet or bets from a user in relation 
to the plurality of Virtual sets of dice; 

means for rolling the sets of dice; and 

means for determining a user’s Winnings based on the 
results of the sets of dice and on the user bet or bets. 

31. A Sic Bo game playing system, including: 

a plurality of physical sets of dice; and 

a betting terminal; 

Wherein the betting terminal alloWs a player to bet on the 
plurality of sets of dice at the same time. 

32. The system of claim 31, Wherein bets are placed on the 
plurality of sets of dice automatically based on a bet input by 
a player. 

33. The system of claim 31, Wherein bets are placed on the 
plurality of sets of dice manually by the player. 

34. Electronic gaming apparatus including: 

a plurality of sets of dice; 

means for inputting a bet or bets, including means for 
generating a single electronic Sic Bo betting board 
through Which one or more Sic Bo bets may be placed 
on the plurality of sets of dice; 
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means for automatically placing bets on the plurality of 
sets of dice based on an input bet or bets; 

means for determining the Win statuses of the plurality of 
sets of dice after the sets of dice are rolled; and 

means for determining a Win based on the Win statuses of 
the plurality of sets of dice and on the bet or bets 
placed. 

35. An electronic Sic Bo game in Which the game includes 
a plurality of sets of dice that a user is able to bet on centrally 
in a single betting round. 

36. The electronic Sic Bo game of claim 35, Wherein the 
game includes a plurality of Virtual sets of dice that a user 
is able to bet on. 

37. The electronic Sic Bo game of claim 35, including an 
electronic betting terminal and a plurality of physical sets of 
dice, the terminal alloWing a user to bet centrally on the 
physical sets of dice. 

38. The electronic Sic Bo game of claim 35, including a 
bet allocation means for automatically allocating bets across 
the sets of dice. 

39. Gaming apparatus for playing Sic Bo, including: 

a plurality of sets of dice; 

input means for alloWing a user to place one or more bets 
on the plurality of sets of dice; 

bet allocation means for placing a separate bet on each of 
the sets of dice based upon at least one bet input by a 
user; 

means for determining the statuses of the plurality of sets 
of dice after the dice have been rolled; and 

means for displaying the bet outcome, the bet outcome 
being based on the input bet and on the statuses of the 
sets of dice. 

40. The apparatus of claim 39, Wherein the bet allocation 
means repeats the user input bet across the plurality of sets 
of dice. 

41. The apparatus of claim 39, Wherein the bet allocation 
means places a user input bet on one set of dice, and places 
di?‘erent bets on other sets of dice, the bets on the other sets 
of dice being different in amount and/or type. 

* * * * * 


